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Functional Foods - Mingro Guo 2013-12-15
Functional foods - products which have health-promoting properties over
and beyond their nutritional value - have become a significant food
industry sector. The global market for these products remains dynamic
and is predicted to grow further. Functional foods: Principles and
technology provides both students and professionals with an
authoritative introduction to the key scientific aspects and major product
categories in this area. The opening chapter introduces the principles of
functional foods and explores industry and consumer roles in this
evolving market. Subsequent chapters focus on the most significant
product categories, reviewing ingredient sources, classification, chemical
and physical properties, the wide range of therapeutic effects and
possible mechanisms of action, among other topics. Antioxidants, dietary
fiber, prebiotics and probiotics, lipids and soy are among the foods and
food constituents covered. The Appendix contains laboratory exercises
aimed at those using this book in a classroom situation. Functional foods:
principles and technology is an essential guide for all those studying and
working with functional foods. Provides both students and professionals
with an authoritative introduction to the key scientific aspects and major
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product categories Introduces the principles of functional foods and
explores industry and consumer roles in this evolving market Focuses on
the most significant product categories, reviewing ingredient sources,
classification, chemical and physical properties
The Technology of Wafers and Waffles I - Karl F. Tiefenbacher
2017-05-16
The Technology of Wafers and Waffles: Operational Aspects is the
definitive reference book on wafer and waffle technology and
manufacture. It covers specific ingredient technology (including water
quality, wheat flour, starches, dextrins, oils and fats) and delves
extensively into the manufacturing elements and technological themes in
wafer manufacturing, including no/low sugar wafers, hygroscopic wafers,
fillings and enrobing. The book explains, in detail, operating procedures
such as mixing, baking, filling, cooling, cutting and packaging for every
type of wafer: flat and shaped wafers for making biscuits, ice cream
cones, cups, wafer reels, wafer sticks (flute wafers) and biscuit wafers. It
also explores the various types of European (Belgian) waffles and North
American frozen waffles. Serves as a complete reference book on wafer
and waffle technology and manufacturing, the first of its kind Covers
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specific ingredient technology such as water quality, wheat flour,
starches, dextrins, oils and fats for wafer and waffles Explores wafer and
waffle product types, development, ingredients, manufacturing and
quality assurance Explains the scientific background of wafer and waffle
baking Informs both artisan and industrial bakers about many related
areas of bakery product manufacturing
Bioprocessing for Biomolecules Production - Gustavo Molina
2020-01-21
Presents the many recent innovations and advancements in the field of
biotechnological processes This book tackles the challenges and
potential of biotechnological processes for the production of new
industrial ingredients, bioactive compounds, biopolymers, energy
sources, and compounds with commercial/industrial and economic
interest by performing an interface between the developments achieved
in the recent worldwide research and its many challenges to the upscale
process until the adoption of commercial as well as industrial scale.
Bioprocessing for Biomolecules Production examines the current status
of the use and limitation of biotechnology in different industrial sectors,
prospects for development combined with advances in technology and
investment, and intellectual and technical production around worldwide
research. It also covers new regulatory bodies, laws and regulations, and
more. Chapters look at biological and biotechnological processes in the
food, pharmaceutical, and biofuel industries; research and production of
microbial PUFAs; organic acids and their potential for industry; second
and third generation biofuels; the fermentative production of betaglucan; and extremophiles for hydrolytic enzymes productions. The book
also looks at bioethanol production from fruit and vegetable wastes;
bioprocessing of cassava stem to bioethanol using soaking in aqueous
ammonia pretreatment; bioprospecting of microbes for bio-hydrogen
production; and more. Provides up to date information about the
advancements made on the production of important biotechnological
ingredients Complete visualization of the general developments of world
research around diverse products and ingredients of technological,
economic, commercial and social importance Investigates the use and
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recovery of agro-industrial wastes in biotechnological processes Includes
the latest updates from regulatory bodies for commercialization
feasibility Offering new products and techniques for the industrial
development and diversification of commercial products, Bioprocessing
for Biomolecules Production is an important book for graduate students,
professionals, and researchers involved in food technology,
biotechnology; microbiology, bioengineering, biochemistry, and
enzymology.
Natural Food Additives, Ingredients and Flavourings - D Baines
2012-03-21
As the links between health and food additives come under increasing
scrutiny, there is a growing demand for food containing natural rather
than synthetic additives and ingredients. Natural food additives,
ingredients and flavourings reviews the legislative issues relating to
natural food additives and ingredients, the range of natural food
additives and ingredients, and their applications in different product
sectors. After an exploration of what the term ‘natural’ means in the
context of food ingredients, part one focuses on natural food colourings,
low-calorie sweeteners and flavour enhancers, followed by a
consideration of natural antioxidants and antimicrobials as food
ingredients. The book goes on to review clean label starches and
proteins, the application of natural hydrocolloids as well as natural
aroma chemicals and flavourings from biotechnology and green
chemistry. Part two considers specific applications in different products.
Natural ingredients in savoury food products, baked goods and alcoholic
drinks are examined, as are natural plant extracts in soft drinks and milkbased food ingredients. With is distinguished editors and expert team of
international contributors, Natural food additives, ingredients and
flavourings is an invaluable reference tool for all those involved in the
development and production of foods with fewer synthetic additives and
ingredients. Reviews the legislative issues relating to natural food
additives and ingredients, the range of natural food additives and
ingredients, and their applications in different product sectors Explores
what the term ‘natural’ means in the context of food ingredients,
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focusses on natural food colourings, low-calorie sweeteners and flavour
enhancers, and considers natural antioxidants and antimicrobials as food
ingredients Examines natural ingredients in savoury food products,
baked goods and alcoholic drinks, natural plant extracts in soft drinks
and milk-based food ingredients
Handbook on Natural Pigments in Food and Beverages - Reinhold Carle
2016-04-20
Handbook on Natural Pigments: Industrial Applications for Improving
Food Colour is unique in its approach to the improvement of food colors.
The book is written with industrial applications in mind, with each
chapter focusing on a color solution for a specific commodity that will
provide food scientists with a one-stop, comprehensive reference on how
to improve the color of a particular food product. The first section of the
book looks at the legal frameworks which underpin natural food
colorings, also investigating the consumer expectations of food color. The
second section of the book focuses on specific industrial applications of
natural colorants with chapters covering the use of natural colorants in
aqueous food products, cereal-based foods, and meat products, amongst
many other topics. The various pigments which can be used to effectively
color these commodities are presented with information on safety and
testing included throughout. The final section in the book looks at recent
developments and future perspectives in natural food colorings. There
are chapters which cover the health benefits of natural pigments, the use
of novel fruits and vegetables in pigments, and stable natural solutions
for blue colorings. Presents recent advances in consumer demand and
worldwide legislation regarding natural food colorants Discusses the use
of natural food colorants for one specific product category per chapter
rather than one pigment class per chapter – this makes the book
extremely useable for industrialists working in a specific sector Contains
a comprehensive array of product-specific coloration approaches, from
using pigment-enriched feed additives to the direct addition of color
formulations
A Complete Course in Canning and Related Processes - Susan
Featherstone 2015-02-07
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A Complete Course in Canning and Related Processes, Fourteenth
Edition: Fundamental Information on Canning provides readers with a
complete course on canning. This latest edition continues the tradition
for both professionals in the canning industry and students who have
benefitted from this collection for over 100 years. It contains extensively
revised and expanded coverage, and the three-title set is designed to
cover all phases of the canning process, including planning, processing,
storage, and quality control. Major changes for the new edition include
new chapters on regulation and labeling that contrast the situation in
different regions worldwide, updated information on containers for
canned foods, and new information on validation and optimization of
canning processes, among other topics. Continues the tradition of the
series that has educated professionals and students for over 100 years
Covers all aspects of the canning process, including planning,
processing, storage, and control Analyzes worldwide food regulations,
standards, and food labeling Incorporates processing operations, plant
location, and sanitation
Baking Problems Solved - S P Cauvain 2017-02-18
Baking Problems Solved, Second Edition, provides a fully revised followup to the innovative question and answer format of its predecessor.
Presenting a quick bakery problem-solving reference, Stanley Cauvain
returns with more practical insights into the latest baking issues.
Retaining its logical and methodical approach, the book guides bakers
through various issues which arise throughout the baking process. The
book begins with issues found in the use of raw materials, including
chapters on wheat and grains, flour, and fats, amongst others. It then
progresses to the problems that occur in the intermediate stages of
baking, such as the creation of doughs and batters, and the input of
water. Finally, it delves into the difficulties experienced with end
products in baking by including chapters on bread and fermented
products, cakes, biscuits, and cookies and pastries. Uses a detailed and
clear question and answer format that is ideal for quick reference
Combines new, up-to-date problems and solutions with the best of the
previous volume Presents a wide range of ingredient and process
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solutions from a world-leading expert in the baking industry
Advances in Food Chemistry - O. P. Chauhan 2022
The book compiles the latest advances in food chemistry. It gives a
detailed account of the changes in food components during food
processing and storage. It analyses and describes different food
components such as water, protein, fat, carbohydrates, minerals,
vitamins, pigments, flavors, chemistry of plant tissues and animal tissues,
milk, etc. The book also discusses the effect of different food processing
operations on the food components. The book brings forth chapters
authored by eminent researchers working in the area of Food Science
and Technology. The book is an up-to-date compilation of recent
advances in food chemistry and is useful for students, researchers, and
faculty as well as to industry experts in food sciences.
Advances in Fermented Foods and Beverages - Wilhelm Holzapfel
2014-09-20
Fermentation is used in a wide range of food and beverage applications,
and the technology for enhancing this process is continually evolving.
This book reviews the use of fermentation in foods and beverages and
key aspects of fermented food production. Part one covers the health
benefits of fermented foods. Part two includes chapters on fermentation
microbiology, while part three looks at ways of controlling and
monitoring the quality and safety of fermented foods. Part four covers
advances in fermentation technology. Finally, part five covers particular
fermented food products.
Integrating the Packaging and Product Experience in Food and
Beverages - Peter Burgess 2016-03-31
Integrating the Packaging and Product Experience in Food and
Beverages: A Road-Map to Consumer Satisfaction focuses on the
interrelationship between packaging and the product experience. In both
industry and academia there has been a growing interest in investigating
approaches that capture consumer responses to products that go beyond
traditional sensory and liking measures. These approaches include
assessing consumers' emotional responses, obtaining temporal measures
of liking, as well as numerous published articles considering the effect of
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situation and context in the evaluation of food and beverage products.
For fast-moving consumer goods (FMCG) products in particular,
packaging can be considered as a contributor to consumer satisfaction.
Recent cross-modal research illustrated consumers’ dissatisfaction or
delight with a product can be evoked when there is dissonance between
the packaging and the product experience. The book includes an
extensive overview of an adapted satisfaction scale that has been tailored
for the food and beverage sector and which identifies varying satisfaction
response modes such as contentment, pleasure, and delight with a
product. This is an important development as it provides insights about
products that can be used to market specific categories and brands of
foods and beverages. The book demonstrates the value of this approach
by bringing together case studies that consider the interrelationships
between packaging design, shape, on-pack sensory messages,
expectations, and consumer satisfaction with the product. Focuses on the
inter-relationship between packaging and the product experience,
specifically in the context of the food and beverage sector Presents the
expectancy disconfirmation model of satisfaction, which is well
developed within the social sciences, to the food and beverage sector
Contains case studies demonstrating how these practices can be used in
industry to better enhance customer’s responses to products Includes an
extensive overview of an adapted satisfaction scale that has been tailored
for the food and beverage sector and which identifies varying satisfaction
response modes such as contentment, pleasure, and delight with a
product
Proteins in Food Processing - Rickey Y. Yada 2017-11-13
Proteins in Food Processing, Second Edition, reviews how proteins may
be used to enhance the nutritional, textural and other qualities of food
products. After two introductory chapters, the book discusses sources of
proteins, examining the caseins, whey, muscle and soy proteins, and
proteins from oil-producing plants, cereals and seaweed. Part Two
illustrates the analysis and modification of proteins, with chapters on
testing protein functionality, modeling protein behavior, extracting and
purifying proteins and reducing their allergenicity. A final group of
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chapters delves into the functional value of proteins and how they are
used as additives in foods. Completely revised and updated with new
developments on all food protein analysis and applications, such as
alternative proteins sources, proteins as emulsifiers, proteins in
nanotechnology and egg proteins Reviews the wide range of protein
sources available Examines ways of modifying protein sources Discusses
the use of proteins to enhance the nutritional, textural and other
qualities of food products
Herbs and Spices - Rabia Shabir Ahmad 2021-12-01
Herbs and Spices - New Processing Technologies is a collection of
research and review chapters offering a comprehensive overview of
recent developments in the field of herbs and spices, with a focus on
plants containing bioactive components and the utilization of novel
processing technologies in the development of functional products. The
book consists of four sections containing fourteen chapters written by
various researchers and edited by an expert active in the research of
plants and bioactive compounds.
Colour in Food - D MacDougall 2002-08-16
Color is one of the most significant cues used by consumers to determine
the quality of a food. While color is usually assumed to be a property of
the food itself, it is actually the individual's response to the visual signals
generated by light on the product. An authoritative reference can best
explain the ways that food color and quality are assessed and how they
can be improved to benefit consumers and the food industry. This book
reviews how color is perceived and measured, discusses food color
chemistry and stability, and presents ways that color can be better
controlled in food. Part one introduces the concept of the total
appearance of food and examines the principles of instrumental color
measurement, models of color appearance, color measurement by color
reflectance, and sorting by color. Part two covers color control in food,
focusing on the chemistry of food colorants, color stability, genetic
modification for color enhancement, and developments in natural
colorings.
Flavour - Elisabeth Guichard 2016-10-26
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This book will cover all aspects of flavour perception, including aroma,
taste and the role of the trigeminal nerve, from the general composition
of food to the perception at the peri-receptor and central level. This book
will answer to a growing need for multidisciplinary approaches to better
understand the mechanisms involved in flavour perception. The book
presents the bases of anatomy of sensory perception. It will provide the
requisite basic knowledge on the molecules responsible for flavour
perception, on their release from the food matrix during the eating
process in order to reach the chemosensory receptors, and on their
retention and release from and transformation by bodily fluids of the oral
and nasal cavities. It will also bring current knowledge on the multimodal
interactions. This book will also cover the recent evolution in flavour
science: characterisation of molecules, interaction with food matrix and
more recently, physic-chemical and physiological and events during oral
processing increasingly considered.
Spice Bioactive Compounds - Sajad Ahmad Wani 2022-10-21
Nature offers us spices, which are a significant part of healthy and
nutritious foods. The presence of abundant bioactive compounds in these
spices makes them interesting from a scientific and health perspective.
Extracts obtained from spice materials possess many health benefits and
are rich sources of antioxidants, which suppress reactive oxygen species.
Spice Bioactive Compounds: Properties, Applications, and Health
Benefits collects such information together in one book, presenting all
necessary features related to spices and their properties. Exploring the
most recent research related to the extraction, isolation, encapsulation,
identification, and characterization of bioactive compounds present in
spices, this book also covers the health element of spices and its
utilization as a treatment for various disorders. Key Features: Discusses
about 14 different spices and their salient features Presents the novel
technologies used in the extraction, isolation, and identification of
bioactive compounds from spices Explores the utilization of spices for
culinary use in food Industries such as the food and pharmaceutical
industries have great interest in the use of bioactive compounds for the
production of drugs and functional foods. Written by experts in their
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field, this book will be useful to anyone in either industry, as well as
those who have an interest in the use of such bioactive compounds for
the production of drugs and functional foods.
A Complete Course in Canning and Related Processes - Susan
Featherstone 2014-12-03
A Complete Course in Canning is firmly established as a unique and
essential guide to canning and related processes. Professionals in the
canning industry and students have benefited from successive editions of
the book for over 100 years. This major new edition continues that
reputation, with extensively revised and expanded coverage. The threetitle set is designed to cover all planning, processing, storage and quality
control phases undertaken by the canning industry in a detailed, yet
accessible fashion. Major changes for the new edition include new
chapters on regulation and labelling that contrast the situation in
different regions worldwide, updated information on containers for
canned foods and new information on validation and optimization of
canning processes, among many others.
Lawrie's Meat Science - Fidel Toldra 2017-04-29
Lawrie’s Meat Science, Eighth Edition, provides a timely and thorough
update to this key reference work, documenting significant advances in
the meat industry, including storage and preservation of meat, the eating
quality of meat, and meat safety. The book examines the growth and
development of meat animals, from the conversion of muscle to meat and
eventual point of consumption. This updated volume has been expanded
to include chapters examining such areas as packaging and storage,
meat tenderness, and meat safety. Furthermore, central issues such as
the effects of meat on health and the nutritional value of meat are
analyzed. Broadly split into four sections, the book opens with the
fundamentals behind the growth of meat animals. The second section
covers the storage and spoilage of meat products, with the third section
exploring the eating quality of meat, from flavor to color. The final
section reviews meat safety, authenticity, and the effect of meat on
health. Encompasses the recognized gold- standard reference for the
meat industry Brings together leading experts in each area, providing a
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complete overview of the meat sciences Includes all the latest advances,
bringing this new edition completely up-to-date, including developments
in meat quality, safety, and storage
Multisensory Perception - K. Sathian 2019-09-15
Multisensory Perception: From Laboratory to Clinic surveys the current
state of knowledge on multisensory processes, synthesizing information
from diverse streams of research and defining hypotheses and questions
to direct future work. Reflecting the nature of the field, the book is
interdisciplinary, comprising the findings and views of writers with
diverse backgrounds and varied methods, including psychophysical,
neuroanatomical, neurophysiological and neuroimaging approaches.
Sections cover basic principles, specific interactions between the senses,
the topic of crossmodal correspondences between particular sensory
attributes, the related topic of synesthesia, and the clinic. Offers a
comprehensive, up-to-date overview of the current state of knowledge on
multisensory processes Coverage includes basic principles, specific
interactions between the senses, crossmodal correspondences and the
clinical aspects of multisensory processes Includes psychophysical,
neuroanatomical, neurophysiological and neuroimaging approaches
Pigments from Microalgae Handbook - Eduardo Jacob-Lopes
2020-08-08
The Pigments from Microalgae Handbook presents the current state of
knowledge on pigment production using microalgae-based processes,
and covers both the scientific fundamentals of this technology and its
practical applications. It addresses biology, chemistry, biochemistry,
analysis and engineering aspects, as well as applications of natural
pigments in photosynthetic organisms. The book also describes the
analytical procedures associated with the characterization of pigments
and the engineering aspects of microalgal pigment production. It
considers the three major classes of pigments(chlorophylls, carotenoids
and phycobiliproteins) produced and surveys the main commercial
applications of these chemicals. The book offers a valuable source of
information for industrial researchers and practitioners in industrial
biotechnology, as it covers various engineering aspects of microalgal
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pigment production, such as bioreactors and bioprocesses, industrial
extraction processes, and the bioeconomy of production including lifecycle assessment. The book will also be of interest to undergraduate and
graduate students of biochemistry, food chemistry, and industrial
microbiology.
Nanotoxicology and Nanosafety 2.0 - Ying-Jan Wang 2020-12-29
With the rapid development of nanotechnology, nanomaterials have been
widely applied in many industrial sectors, including medicine, consumer
products, and electronics. While such technology has brought benefits
and convenience to our daily lives, it may also potentially threaten
human health. In some cases, nanomaterials present unexpected risks to
both humans and the environment. Assessments of the potential hazards
associated with nanotechnology have been emerging, but substantial
challenges remain, because the large number of different nanomaterials
cannot be effectively evaluated in a timely manner. The development of a
good strategy for a nanomaterials hazard assessment not only promotes
the more widespread adoption of non-rodent or 3Rs principles, but also
makes nanotoxicology testing more ethical, relevant, and cost- and timeefficient. A thorough understanding of the mechanisms by which
nanomaterials perturb biological systems is critical for a more
comprehensive elucidation of their nanotoxicity, and this will also
facilitate the development of prevention and intervention policies against
adverse outcomes induced by them. We hope that the articles included in
this eBook can provide updated knowledge on nanotoxicology and
nanosafety, from the point of view of both toxicology and ecotoxicology.
Starch in Food - A-C Eliasson 2004-08-01
Starch is both a major component of plant foods and an important
ingredient for the food industry. Starch in food reviews starch structure
and functionality and the growing range of starch ingredients used to
improve the nutritional and sensory quality of food. Part one illustrates
how plant starch can be analysed and modified, with chapters on plant
starch synthesis, starch bioengineering and starch-acting enzymes. Part
two examines the sources of starch, from wheat and potato to rice, corn
and tropical supplies. The third part of the book looks at starch as an
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ingredient and how it is used in the food industry. There are chapters on
modified starches and the stability of frozen foods, starch-lipid
interactions and starch-based microencapsulation. Part four covers
starch as a functional food, investigating the impact of starch on physical
and mental performance, detecting nutritional starch fractions and
analysing starch digestion. Starch in food is a standard reference book
for those working in the food industry. Reviews starch structure and
functionality Extensive coverage of the growing range of starch
ingredients Examines how starch ingredients are used to improve the
nutritional and sensory quality of food
Metabolomics in Food and Nutrition - Bart C Weimer 2013-10-31
Metabolomics enables valuable information about the biochemical
composition of foods to be rapidly obtained. Since the biochemical profile
of food largely determines key food properties such as flavour and shelf
life, the information gained using metabolomics-based methods will
enable greater control of food quality and also help to determine the
relationship between diet and health. Metabolomics in food and nutrition
provides an overview of their current and potential use in the food
industry. Part one reviews equipment, methods and data interpretation
in metabolomics including the use of nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR),
statistical methods in metabolomics, and metabolic reconstruction
databases and their application to metabolomics research. Part two
explores applications of metabolomics in humans, plants and food.
Chapters discuss metabolomics in nutrition, human samples for health
assessments, and current methods for the analysis of human milk
oligosaccharides (HMOs) and their novel applications. Further chapters
highlight metabolomic analysis of plants and crops, metabolomics for the
safety assessment of genetically modified (GM) crops, and applications of
metabolomics in food science including food composition and quality,
sensory and nutritional attributes. With its distinguished editors and
team of expert contributors, Metabolomics in food and nutrition is a
technical resource for industrial researchers in the food and nutrition
sectors interested in the potential of metabolomics methods and
academics and postgraduate students working in the area. Provides an
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overview of the current and potential future use of metabolomics in the
food industry Chapters focus on key applications and review the
analytical methods used and the bioinformatics techniques involved in
processing the results Discusses metabolomics in nutrition, human
samples for health assessments, and current methods for the analysis of
human milk oligosaccharides (HMOs) and their novel applications
Microbial Biotechnology Providing Bio-based Components for the Food
Industry - Laurent Dufossé 2020-01-17
Meat Products Handbook - G Feiner 2006-09-29
There has long been a need for a comprehensive one-volume reference
on the main types of processed meat products and their methods of
manufacture. Based on over twenty years’ experience in the industry,
Meat products handbook is designed to meet that need. It combines a
detailed practical knowledge of processing and ingredients with the
scientific underpinning to understand the effect of particular process
steps and ingredients on product safety and quality. The first part of the
book reviews meat composition and its effect on quality together with the
role of additives. There are chapters on fat, protein and other
components in meat, changes in meat pre- and post-slaughter, and
additives such as phosphates, salts, hydrocolloids, proteins,
carbohydrates and fillers. Part two reviews raw materials, additives,
manufacturing processes and representative recipes from around the
world for a range of particular meat products. It includes chapters on
cooked ham and bacon, cooked, fresh and raw fermented sausages, raw
fermented and non-fermented salami, cured air-dried products, burgers
and patties, brawn and meat jelly, canned and marinated meat. The final
part of the book discusses quality and safety issues, particularly meat
microbiology. Meat products handbook is a standard reference for R&D,
quality and production managers in meat processing. A one volume
reference on processed meat products Combines detailed practical
knowledge of processing and ingredients with scientific understanding A
standard reference for research & development, quality and production
managers in the meat industry
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Handbook of Food Powders - Bhesh Bhandari 2013-08-31
Many food ingredients are supplied in powdered form, as reducing water
content increases shelf life and aids ease of storage, handling and
transport. Powder technology is therefore of great importance to the
food industry. The Handbook of food powders explores a variety of
processes that are involved in the production of food powders, the
further processing of these powders and their functional properties. Part
one introduces processing and handling technologies for food powders
and includes chapters on spray, freeze and drum drying, powder mixing
in the production of food powders and safety issues around food powder
production processes. Part two focusses on powder properties including
surface composition, rehydration and techniques to analyse the particle
size of food powders. Finally, part three highlights speciality food
powders and includes chapters on dairy powders, fruit and vegetable
powders and coating foods with powders. The Handbook of food powders
is a standard reference for professionals in the food powder production
and handling industries, development and quality control professionals in
the food industry using powders in foods, and researchers, scientists and
academics interested in the field. Explores the processing and handling
technologies in the production of food powders Examines powder
properties, including surface composition, shelf life, and techniques used
to examine particle size Focusses on speciality powders such as dairy,
infant formulas, powdered egg, fruit and vegetable, and culinary and
speciality products
Encyclopedia of Food Chemistry - 2018-11-22
Encyclopedia of Food Chemistry is the ideal primer for food scientists,
researchers, students and young professionals who want to acquaint
themselves with food chemistry. Well-organized, clearly written, and
abundantly referenced, the book provides a foundation for readers to
understand the principles, concepts, and techniques used in food
chemistry applications. Articles are written by international experts and
cover a wide range of topics, including food chemistry, food components
and their interactions, properties (flavor, aroma, texture) the structure of
food, functional foods, processing, storage, nanoparticles for food use,
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antioxidants, the Maillard and Strecker reactions, process derived
contaminants, and the detection of economically-motivated food
adulteration. The encyclopedia will provide readers with an introduction
to specific topics within the wider context of food chemistry, as well as
helping them identify the links between the various sub-topics. Offers
readers a comprehensive understanding of food chemistry and the
various connections between the sub-topics Provides an authoritative
introduction for non-specialists and readers from undergraduate levels
and upwards Meticulously organized, with articles structured logically
based on the various elements of food chemistry
Food Processing Technology - P.J. Fellows 2009-07-28
Widely regarded as a standard work in its field, this book introduces the
range of processing techniques that are used in food manufacturing. It
explains the principles of each process, the processing equipment used,
operating conditions and the effects of processing on micro-organisms
that contaminate foods, the biochemical properties of foods and their
sensory and nutritional qualities. The book begins with an overview of
important basic concepts. It describes unit operations that take place at
ambient temperature or involve minimum heating of foods. Subsequent
chapters examine operations that heat foods to preserve them or alter
their eating quality, and explore operations that remove heat from foods
to extend their shelf life with minimal changes in nutritional quality or
sensory characteristics. Finally, the book reviews post-processing
operations, including packaging and distribution logistics. The third
edition has been substantially rewritten, updated and extended to
include the many developments in food technology that have taken place
since the second edition was published in 2000. Nearly all unit
operations have undergone significant developments, and these are
reflected in the large amount of additional material in each chapter. In
particular, advances in microprocessor control of equipment, ‘minimal’
processing technologies, genetic modification of foods, functional foods,
developments in ‘active’ or ‘intelligent’ packaging, and storage and
distribution logistics are described. Developments in technologies that
relate to cost savings, environmental improvement or enhanced product
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quality are highlighted. Additionally, sections in each chapter on the
impact of processing on food-borne micro-organisms are included for the
first time.
Colour Additives for Foods and Beverages - Michael J. Scotter
2015-02-04
Food colour additives have been the focus of much research in the last
few years, and there is increasing consumer demand for natural and
safer synthetic colours. This book reviews the natural and synthetic
colours available, their properties and applications, as well as regulatory,
sensory and analytical issues. Part one covers the development and
safety of food colour additives. Part two covers properties and methods
of analysis, and part three focuses on specific food product applications
and future trends. Reviews the natural and synthetic colour additives
available for foods and beverages, looking at their properties and
applications as well as regulatory, sensory and analytical issues Expert
analysis of natural origin colours, synthetic origin colours, overview of
regulations, safety analysis and consumer health Comprehensive
coverage of properties and development in food colours: chemical purity,
colour stability, and consumer sensory perception
Food Microstructures - Vic Morris 2013-10-15
The development of high-quality foods with desirable properties for both
consumers and the food industry requires a comprehensive
understanding of food systems and the control and rational design of
food microstructures. Food microstructures reviews best practice and
new developments in the determination of food microstructure. After a
general introduction, chapters in part one review the principles and
applications of various spectroscopy, tomography and microscopy
techniques for revealing food microstructure, including nuclear magnetic
resonance (NMR) methods, environmental scanning electron, probe,
photonic force, acoustic, light, confocal and infrared microscopies. Part
two explores the measurement, analysis and modelling of food
microstructures. Chapters focus on rheology, tribology and methods for
modelling and simulating the molecular, cellular and granular
microstructure of foods, and for developing relationships between
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microstructure and mechanical and rheological properties of food
structures. The book concludes with a useful case study on electron
microscopy. Written by leading professionals and academics in the field,
Food microstructures is an essential reference work for researchers and
professionals in the processed foods and nutraceutical industries
concerned with complex structures, the delivery and controlled release
of nutrients, and the generation of improved foods. The book will also be
of value to academics working in food science and the emerging field of
soft matter. Reviews best practice and essential developments in food
microstructure microscopy and modelling Discusses the principles and
applications of various microscopy techniques used to discover food
microstructure Explores the measurement, analysis and modelling of
food microstructures
Dung for Dinner - Christine Virnig 2020-07-21
Discover the stomach-churning truth about the animal poop, pee, vomit,
and secretions that humans have eaten throughout history—and
sometimes still do—in Christine Virnig's laugh-out-loud middle-grade
nonfiction debut. Dung for Dinner is illustrated by Korwin Briggs. From
Roman charioteers scarfing wild boar dung to astronauts guzzling their
own pee to today's kids spreading insect vomit on their toast, this
humorous compendium is chock-full of history, science, and fascinatingly
gross facts. Bug secretions coating your candy corn? Rodent poop in your
popcorn? Physicians tasting their patients' pee? It’s deliciously
disgusting!
Global Perspectives on Astaxanthin - Gokare A. Ravishankar 2021-04-10
Global Perspectives on Astaxanthin: From Industrial Production to Food,
Health, and Pharmaceutical Applications explores the range of practical
applications for this molecule, focusing on nutraceutical, pharmaceutical
and cosmeceutical products, along with food and feed. This volume
brings together the most relevant research, background and future
thinking on astaxanthin, focusing on its health benefits. Chapters cover
phytopharmaceuticals, industrial production, feeds, downstream
processing, regulations, products, color, pigment, cosmetics, bioactive
compounds, relationships to other carotenoids, and skin care. The
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detailed information on its production, processing, utilization and future
applications will be of particular use to academic and industry
researchers in pharmaceutical sciences, pharmacology and nutrition.
Provides detailed information on astaxanthin, including its production,
processing, utilization and future applications Includes discussion on the
commercial analysis procedure Offers critical analysis on current and
potential applications of astaxanthin as contributed by 121 authors from
22 countries in academia, research institutes and industries
Analytical Methods for Food Additives - R Wood 2004-01-15
The accurate measurement of additives in food is essential in meeting
both regulatory requirements and the need of consumers for accurate
information about the products they eat. Whilst there are established
methods of analysis for many additives, others lack agreed or complete
methods because of the complexity of the additive or the food matrix to
which such additives are commonly added. Analytical methods for food
additives addresses this important problem for 26 major additives. In
each case, the authors review current research to establish the best
available methods and how they should be used. The book covers a wide
range of additives, from azorubine and adipic acid to sunset yellow and
saccharin. Each chapter reviews the range of current analytical methods,
sets out their performance characteristics, procedures and parameters,
and provides recommendations on best practice and future research.
Analytical methods for food additives is a standard work for the food
industry in ensuring the accurate measurement of additives in foods.
Discusses methods of analysis for 30 major additives where methods are
incomplete or deficient Reviews current techniques, their respective
strengths and weaknesses Detailed tables summarising particular
methods, statistical parameters for measurement and performance
characteristics
Satiation, Satiety and the Control of Food Intake - John E Blundell
2013-09-30
With growing concerns about the rising incidence of obesity, there is
interest in understanding how the human appetite contributes to energy
balance and how it might be affected by the foods we consume, as well
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as other cultural and environmental factors. Satiation, satiety and the
control of food intake provides a concise and authoritative overview of
these areas. Part one introduces the concepts of satiation and satiety and
discusses how these concepts can be quantified. Chapters in part two
focus on biological factors of satiation and satiety before part three
moves on to explore food composition factors. Chapters in part four
discuss hedonic, cultural and environmental factors of satiation and
satiety. Finally, part five explores public health implications and
evaluates consumer understanding of satiation and satiety and related
health claims. Provides a concise and authoritative overview of appetite
regulation Focuses on the effects of biological factors, food composition
and hedonic, cultural and environmental factors affecting appetite
control Discusses implications for public health
Filling Up: The Psychology of Eating - Justine J. Reel Ph.D.
2016-10-31
Benefiting readers ranging from students researching topics in food,
psychology, and eating disorders to parents and general readers seeking
to better understand a variety of issues regarding the psychology of food
and eating, this book examines a wide range of complex issues, such as
emotional eating, food as a form of social bonding and personal identity,
and changes in eating throughout the lifespan. • Addresses both the
positive and negative physiological, psychological, and social aspects of
food and eating • Explores psychologists' theories related to food and
eating, translating them into real-world contexts • Examines debates
regarding controversial topics such as sugar addiction, fad diets, and the
"Freshman 15" • Includes case illustrations about a variety of foodrelated issues that give readers a firsthand look at topics such as dieting,
mindful eating, and stress eating
Colour Additives for Foods and Beverages - M. Scotter 2015-02-11
Food colour additives have been the focus of much research in the last
few years, and there is increasing consumer demand for natural and
safer synthetic colours. This book reviews the natural and synthetic
colours available, their properties and applications, as well as regulatory,
sensory and analytical issues. Part one covers the development and
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safety of food colour additives. Part two covers properties and methods
of analysis, and part three focuses on specific food product applications
and future trends. Reviews the natural and synthetic colour additives
available for foods and beverages, looking at their properties and
applications as well as regulatory, sensory and analytical issues Expert
analysis of natural origin colours, synthetic origin colours, overview of
regulations, safety analysis and consumer health Comprehensive
coverage of properties and development in food colours: chemical purity,
colour stability, and consumer sensory perception
Snack Foods - Sergio O. Serna-Saldivar 2022-04-21
The diverse segments of the snack industries that generate close to $520
billion of annual sales are adapting to new consumer ́s expectations,
especially in terms of convinience, flavor, shelf life, and nutritional and
health claims. Snack Foods: Processing, Innovation, and Nutritional
Aspects was conceptualized to thoroughly cover practical and scientific
aspects related to the chemistry, technology, processing, functionality,
quality control, analysis, and nutrition and health implications of the
wide array of snacks derived from grains, fruits/vegetables, milk and
meat/poultry/seafood. This book focuses on novel topics influencing food
product development like innovation, new emerging technologies and the
manufacturing of nutritious and health-promoting snacks with a high
processing efficiency. The up-to-date chapters provide technical reviews
emphasising flavored salty snacks commonly used as finger foods,
including popcorn, wheat-based products (crispbreads, pretzels,
crackers), lime-cooked maize snacks (tortilla chips and corn chips),
extruded items (expanded and half products or pellets), potato chips,
peanuts, almonds, tree nuts, and products derived from fruits/vegetables,
milk, animal and marine sources. Key Features: Describes traditional and
novel processes and unit operatios used for the industrial production of
plant and animal-based snacks. Depicts major processes employed for
the industrial production of raw materials, oils, flavorings and packaging
materials used in snack food operations. Contains relevant and updated
information about quality control and nutritional attributes and health
implications of snack foods. Includes simple to understand flowcharts,
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relevant information in tables and recent innovations and trends. Divided
into four sections, Snack Foods aims to understand the role of the major
unit operations used to process snacks like thermal processes including
deep-fat frying, seasoning, packaging and the emerging 3-D printing
technology. Moreover, the book covers the processing and
characteristics of the most relevant raw materials used in snack
operations like cereal-based refined grits, starches and flours, followed
by chapters for oils, seasoning formulations and packaging materials.
The third and most extensive part of the book is comprised of several
chapters which describe the manufacturing and quality control of snacks
mentioned above. The fourth section is comprised of two chapters
related to the nutritional and nutraceutical and health-promoting
properties of all classes of snacks discussed herein.
Multisensory Flavor Perception - Betina Piqueras-Fiszman 2016-04-14
Multisensory Flavor Perception: From Fundamental Neuroscience
Through to the Marketplace provides state-of-the-art coverage of the
latest insights from the rapidly-expanding world of multisensory flavor
research. The book highlights the various types of crossmodal
interactions, such as sound and taste, and vision and taste, showing their
impact on sensory and hedonic perception, along with their consumption
in the context of food and drink. The chapters in this edited volume
review the existing literature, also explaining the underlying neural and
psychological mechanisms which lead to crossmodal perception of flavor.
The book brings together research which has not been presented before,
making it the first book in the market to cover the literature of
multisensory flavor perception by incorporating the latest in
psychophysics and neuroscience. Authored by top academics and world
leaders in the field Takes readers on a journey from the neurological
underpinnings of multisensory flavor perception, then presenting
insights that can be used by food companies to create better flavor
sensations for consumers Offers a wide perspective on multisensory
flavor perception, an area of rapidly expanding knowledge
Fungi Bio-prospects in Sustainable Agriculture, Environment and Nanotechnology - Vijay Kumar Sharma 2021-03-10
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Fungi Bio-prospects in Sustainable Agriculture: Fungal metabolites and
Nano-technology is a three-volume series that has been designed to
explore the huge potential of the many diverse applications of fungi to
human life. The series unveils the latest developments and scientific
advances in the study of the biodiversity of fungi, extremophilic fungi,
and fungal secondary metabolites and enzymes, while also presenting
cutting-edge molecular tools used to study fungi. Readers will learn all
about the recent progress and future potential applications of fungi in
agriculture, environmental remediation, industry, food safety, medicine,
and nanotechnology. Volume 3 provides a comprehensive account of
fungal metabolites, including bioactive and host origin compounds, along
with other biomolecules, and mycotoxins. This book includes the
applications, limitations, and prospects of working with fungal secondary
metabolites. The authors explore fungi in the myco-mediated synthesis of
nanoparticles along with their biotechnological, industrial, and
agricultural uses. This book also discusses advancements in medical
mycology for the diagnosis and treatment of fungal infections.
Furthermore, this book provides up-to-date and in-depth knowledge
about the adoption of advanced CRISPR-Cas9 technology in fungi for
gene editing Covers the secondary metabolites of fungi including
bioactive compounds, mycotoxins and other biomolecules Provides
insight into the fungal mediated biosynthesis of nanoparticles and its
various applications in diverse fields Describes advances in diagnosis and
treatment of human fungal infections Presents the latest information on
applications of the CRISPR-Cas9 system in fungi
Handbook of Hydrocolloids - Glyn O. Phillips 2009-05-28
Hydrocolloids are among the most widely used ingredients in the food
industry. They function as thickening and gelling agents, texturizers,
stabilisers and emulsifiers and in addition have application in areas such
as edible coatings and flavour release. Products reformulated for fat
reduction are particularly dependent on hydrocolloids for satisfactory
sensory quality. They now also find increasing applications in the health
area as dietary fibre of low calorific value. The first edition of Handbook
of Hydrocolloids provided professionals in the food industry with relevant
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practical information about the range of hydrocolloid ingredients readily
and at the same time authoritatively. It was exceptionally well received
and has subsequently been used as the substantive reference on these
food ingredients. Extensively revised and expanded and containing eight
new chapters, this major new edition strengthens that reputation. Edited
by two leading international authorities in the field, the second edition
reviews over twenty-five hydrocolloids, covering structure and
properties, processing, functionality, applications and regulatory status.
Since there is now greater emphasis on the protein hydrocolloids, new
chapters on vegetable proteins and egg protein have been added.
Coverage of microbial polysaccharides has also been increased and the
developing role of the exudate gums recognised, with a new chapter on
Gum Ghatti. Protein-polysaccharide complexes are finding increased
application in food products and a new chapter on this topic as been
added. Two additional chapters reviewing the role of hydrocolloids in
emulsification and their role as dietary fibre and subsequent health
benefits are also included. The second edition of Handbook of
hydrocolloids is an essential reference for post-graduate students,
research scientists and food manufacturers. Extensively revised and
expanded second edition edited by two leading international authorities
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Provides an introduction to food hydrocolliods considering regulatory
aspects and thickening characteristics Comprehensively examines the
manufacture, structure, function and applications of over twenty five
hydrocolloids
Advances in Agricultural and Industrial Microbiology - Suraja
Kumar Nayak
This book embodies chapters pertaining to microbial diversity and
technology developed for its application in the agroindustry. It facilitates
state of the art and microbial research in the realm of bioprocess and
fermentation technology, production of PHAs, microbial lipids, dairy
products, development of nutraceuticals, biocatalyst bioprospecting
through metagenomics, utilization of agro-waste for production of
microbial pigments, waste bioremediation of fish industry, drugs from
macrofungi and a step ahead of technology on plant secondary
metabolites detection through biosensing approaches. The potential
characteristic of microbes from various environments has also been
discussed vividly for application in the agroindustry. The editors focused
on making it a useful resource for soil microbiologists, agricultural
scientists, policymakers, industrial microbiologists concerned with
developing agriculture and agroindustry.
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